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LASERMAX ANNOUNCES MANTA-RAY, THE FIRST
EASY SNAP-ON WEAPON LIGHT
January 13, 2016 (Rochester, NY) – In an exciting collaboration with Manta Defense, LaserMax has developed
a rugged, low profile Weapon Light for duty and protective use. Emitting 140 lumens of groundbreaking Mint
Green LED light, Manta-Ray LMR-M offers vital target identification and illumination capabilities while
permitting rapid mounting across a host of platforms by way of the combat-proven Manta rail connection.
A situationally-adaptive lighting system, Manta-Ray easily snaps on and off the firearm rail without need for
tools, levers or clamps. Enhanced for service longevity without degradation, the light is powered by a state-ofthe-art rechargeable battery with a 1-hour constant runtime. For more reflexive staging on long-guns and
tactical weapons, Manta-Ray can also be run with LaserMax’s optional Remote Activation Switch (LMSRAS). Other unique features of the Manta-Ray include a variable power output, constant versus momentary
activation and programmable lockout to maintain control and light discipline.
Scheduled to make its debut at SHOT Show 2016, Manta-Ray LMR-M will be available this February through
fine sporting goods retailers everywhere with an MSRP of $219. The ideal complement to any Modern
Sporting Rifle (MSR), Manta-Ray will also be offered as an Infrared (IR) illuminator for use with night vision
devices. Priced at $265, LMR-IR projects 340mW of IR light, making it a worthwhile companion to the most
affordable ruggedized Class-1 IR laser available, the LaserMax LMS-UNI-IR-RVP.
Complete information on LaserMax products is available at www.lasermax.com. For the latest LaserMax news,
follow LaserMax on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.
About LaserMax
Now in its 26th year, LaserMax is a leading innovator of premium laser systems with a growing portfolio of
significant patents. Specializing in the design and manufacture of rugged and innovative firearm sighting
solutions for military, law enforcement and commercial markets worldwide, the company also delivers
premium laser products and optical systems for the semiconductor, aerospace, and biomedical, industries.
LaserMax is an ISO 9001:2008 certified and WOSB 8(m) certified Women-Owned Small Business and was
recently recognized as one of the fastest growing companies in the U.S. by Inc. 500|5000.

